

Daily shared and guided reading



Changing for P.E.



Making gingerbread




Daily phonics lessons
Writing lists



Ball skills



Following simple instructions




Making predictions about a story
Using capital letters, full stops and finger





Ball games
Changing direction at speed
Catching skills




Cooking
Printing



Throwing skills

Learning about Paul Klee- castle in the sun
Making Christmas cards



spaces.
Labeling pictures





Following instructions to draw a castle



Letter formation






Exploring Traditional Tales
Creating Acrostic poems
Revising phonic sounds, sets 1 - 3
Writing instructions

Music


Lessons provided by West Sussex Music



Service
Rhythm and pulse



Singing and pitch





Explore and retell the Christian creation
Story
What is Christianity?
Who is Jesus in the Christian faith?
How is Christmas celebrated in different
places around the world? Asia?

Geography




Using maps
Creating maps
Using a key





Seasonal changes
Learning about the continent of Asia
Comparing Asian countries to where we

Computing



Develop an understanding of technology and how it
can help in everyday life.
Become familiar with the different components of a







computer by developing their keyboard and mouse
skills
Consider how to use technology responsibly.
Logging in and logging off
Accessing simple programmes
Using software to create images
Using software to type text





live

Asia Class

Maths


Place value and number (to 10)



Counting forwards to 10 from any given number





Counting backward from 10 to any given number
Finding one more
Finding one less





Comparing objects
Comparing numbers
Comparing amounts using <, > and =



School and Asia class rules




Zones of Regulation
Star Time



Being a good friend



School vision and values

Greetings
Colours

KEY TEXT

There is No Dragon in this Story
Written by Lou Carter and Deborah Allwright
History


British Kings and Queens





Timelines
Creating family trees
What is a monarch?



What is a material?







Medieval banquets
Labelling parts of a castle
What is a coat of arms?



Objects and the materials they are made
from
Materials and their properties



Sorting materials



Comparing events/objects/people from



the past and the present.
Black History Month Activities





Investigating materials
What are different materials used for?
Observing the change of season – Autumn

School Trip




to Spring
Signs of Spring
Similarities between bulbs and seeds

Arundel Castle



Planting bulbs

French



Autumn 1

RSHE

RE


Art and Design technology

Physical Education

English

Science

